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Today we are going use a poetry toolbox to help us write a poem about the 
‘shudders’, these are little things we should have done, everyone has them!

 So let’s make a little list of shudders from your life -  
no matter how small or quirky. 

These are all great starting points and SHOULD 
(geddit) make a great poem using our toolbox.

Now, choose one from your list, this becomes 
the working title -

 

Next we get out the poetry tool box  - 
it’s full of fun tools that can soon bash  

any idea into poetic shape!

THE SHUDSTHE SHUDSTHE SHUDS

All should

             bee revealed...What's your 

           
        tit

le?

Coulda, woulda,

          Shudder!

and the fun poetry toolbox

I don't 
            geddit?

I should have 
neater hand 

writing!

I have picked....

Here is my little list of SHUDDERS...

I should have stayed in bed this morning.

 I should have listened to what my mum told me.
  

I should be on time.

   I should stop asking ''are we nearly there yet''? 

I should have neater hand writing!

I should be a film star!  
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Here we go!

a little al
literation

When you have got your title 
you are ready to go.

 Like a spider has crawled across the page...  leaving blue footpr
ints as it

 goes.
..

Letters that lean and stagger new walking baby style,

but its my right to write, to write how I like...

          A wondrous web of words we wressle to workout,

Open with a simile add some colour

and Personification

add more rhyme

I should have neater 

hand writing!

but thats just how my writing flows...

with some word play

Yass!

I like it!



simile, rhyme

It's an inky code from Bletchley PARK... trying to interpret shadows in the DARK   .
  

Blue ink on a white page...

the words are actors on a stage.Yes, my writing could be neater, but the things I write are s
weeter!

          Like encoded spaghetti on a PLATE, that's how my ideas esc
ape...

metaphor 
rhyme

Question?

killer couplet to e
nd

Bring back

one more rhyme

add more Colour

But what a clever SPIDER it is. It's not how we write, but what we write?

Where's the

                S
pider?!!!

Don't worry 

it's a simile!
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Like a SPIDER has crawled across the page

leaving blue foot prints as it GOES.

A wondrous web of words we wrestle to workout,

but that's just how my writing FLOWS.

Letters that lean and stagger new walking baby style        

But it's my right to write to write how I like !

 It's an inky code from Bletchley PARK

trying to interpret shadows in the DARK.

Like encoded spaghetti on a PLATE,

but that's how my ideas ESCAPE.

But what a clever SPIDER it is.

It's not how we write, but what we write?

Blue ink on a white page,

the words are actors on a stage.

Yes, my writing could be neater,

but the things I write are sweeter!

Paul Lyall is a writer, poet, performer and musician. He also runs workshops on 
writing poetry in schools, prisons, youth centres and has been poet in residence 
in numerous primary and secondary schools.  In 2008 he became poet for Brent 

and ran workshops in the New Wembley Stadium. 

Over many years he has worked with many acclaimed creative writing leaders, 
including Michael Rosen.  In 2020, Paul agreed to host the Alexandra Palace 
Children’s Book Award: Biblio-buzz, and we are delighted that he has written 

this Poetry Challenge to mark the event.

simili colour

colour
rhyme

kick ass couplet

rhyme

word play

metaphor

bring back
question

rhyme

simili
rhyme

alliteration

personification

...here is the finished poem.

I should have neater 
hand writing! - By Paul Lyalls

ta - da!

             

What a 

a couplet!
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Have fun writing with the poetry toolbox and don’t forget you 
can send in your poem to learninig@alexandrapalace.com

before the end of June for a chance to win a prize.

Have Fun!


